
In the early decades of 20th century, Urdu Literature was awarded by a contemporary genre called 

Afsana which is a notorious and noted genre of Urdu Literature and the literary criticism upon 

Urdu Afsana is existed for as long as Urdu Afsana itself. Through this study '' The Evolution of 

Literary Criticism Upon Pakistani Urdu Afsana: Analytical Study '' analyzes and evaluates the 

salient features of literary critical writings upon Pakistani Urdu Afsana, which is expanded all most 

of the century. 

The criticism upon Urdu Afsana started its work not so efficiently. In the early decades of twentieth 

century, there were some critical essays and prefaces and nothing to flip through the pages. The 

progressive movement in Urdu Afsana showed commitment to the Marxist Philosophy in their 

writings, before the creation of Pakistan brought some novelty in the subjects, techniques and 

subject material equally to its literary criticism. Most of the contemporary writers dealt with the 

the theme of'' Realism " in 1947 to 1960.Therefore the criticism upon Urdu Afsana before partition 

of the subcontinent should be under consideration due to its acute importance. Before 1947, 

criticism upon Urdu Afsana consist of Narrative and Basic discussion or controversies. After that, 

Modern literary criticism upon Pakistani Urdu Afsana is basically formed on the basis of literary 

theory of symbolism, impressionism and surialism which were the newly added spices in the 

literary Urdu criticism written around the decades of sixties and seventies. The criticism written in 

that age was more mature and appealing to the critical minds. 

In 1960 to 1970, the origin time period of criticism upon Pakistani Urdu Afsana. It covers the 

various theoretical debate on Pakistani culture. It contains the effects of Modernism on decorum 

of literary criticism upon Pakistani Urdu Afsana. 

The literary study gets the taste of new theories around the eighties, ''Structuralism '' than '' Post 

Structuralism'' introduced as the very new and fresh terms in literary criticism of Urdu Afsana. 

1980 till day shows survey of effects of post Modernism, Structuralism, Post Structuralism, the 

study of distinguish feature of literary criticism upon Urdu Afsana is also a part of thesis. In the 

last chapter, comparative study of the literary criticism upon Pakistani Urdu Afsana collected 

explorations and results of the discussion has been arranged. 

Although , the literary criticism of Pakistani Urdu Afsana is comprised of various time period 

discussed in this study but the division of critical inclinations of one time period affects the 

fictional criticism of others time periods. Therefore, criticism of Pakistani Urdu Afsana went 

through different stages. Till now there are changes taking place in it. From the start of twentieth 

century till now the critical literary theories, social and political conditions changed it and it 

becomes more progressive and elaborated. 

The objective of this study is to highlight all the ups and downs of literary criticism written upon 

Pakistani Urdu Afsana during 20th century. It is the analytical study of quality and evolution of 



literary criticism .Actually this study is an attempt to understand the critical approaches to 

Pakistani Urdu Afsana which vary from time to time. 


